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When neurons undergo dramatic shape and volume changes,
how is surface area adjusted appropriately? The membrane
tension hypothesis—namely that high tensions favor recruit-
ment of membrane to the surface whereas low tensions favor
retrieval—provides a simple conceptual framework for surface
area homeostasis.

With membrane tension and area in a feedback loop, tension
extremes may be averted even during excessive mechanical
load variations. We tested this by measuring apparent mem-
brane tension of swelling and shrinking Lymnaea neurons. With
hypotonic medium (50%), tension that was calculated from
membrane tether forces increased from 0.04 to as much as 0.4
mN/m, although at steady state, swollen-cell tension (0.12
mN/m) exceeded controls only threefold. On reshrinking in
isotonic medium, tension reduced to 0.02 mN/m, and at the
substratum, membrane invaginated, creating transient vacuole-
like dilations. Swelling increased membrane tension with or
without BAPTA chelating cytoplasmic Ca21, but with BAPTA,

unmeasurably large (although not lytic) tension surges occurred
in approximately two-thirds of neurons. Furthermore, in unar-
borized neurons voltage-clamped by perforated-patch in 50%
medium, membrane capacitance increased 8%, which is indic-
ative of increasing membrane area.

The relatively damped swelling–tension responses of Lym-
naea neurons (no BAPTA) were consistent with feedback regu-
lation. BAPTA did not alter resting membrane tension, but the
large surges during swelling of BAPTA-loaded neurons demon-
strated that 50% medium was inherently treacherous and that
tension regulation was impaired by subnormal cytoplasmic
[Ca21]. However, neurons did survive tension surges in the
absence of Ca21 signaling. The mechanism to avoid high-
tension rupture may be the direct tension-driven recruitment of
membrane stores.
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Biological membranes expand elastically by ,3% before rupture
(Nichol and Hutter, 1996). Beyond this limit, membrane area
must be augmented to avoid lysis. Membrane capacitance
changes suggest that during swelling, membrane is added from
internal stores and that on shrinking, excess membrane is rein-
ternalized (Sukhorukov et al., 1993; Wan et al., 1995). In neurons
and muscle cells (Krolenko et al., 1995; Reuzeau et al., 1995),
membrane invaginates as vacuole-like dilations (VLDs) during
the shrinking phase of swell–shrink cycles, effects that are me-
chanically mediated.

Although mechanical regulation is unequivocally of physiolog-
ical significance for various cytoplasmic mechanoenzymes (Pybus
and Tregear, 1975; Smith et al., 1995), the meaning of membrane
tension effects on ion channel gating remains uncertain (Sachs
and Morris, 1998). Membrane tension as a mediator in the
disposition of membrane in animal cells, including neurons, is an
even newer area of inquiry (Fink and Cooper, 1996; Sheetz and
Dai, 1996; Morris et al., 1997).

For neurons and other cells, it has not yet been tested but is
assumed that membrane tension increases and decreases in swell-
ing and shrinking, respectively. Most assessments of membrane
tension have relied on surface deformations (Waugh et al., 1992;

Evans and Yeung, 1994). Laser tweezers provide a refined ap-
proach for adherent cells: a membrane tether (Fig. 1) is formed,
and the force required to keep it at constant length is measured
(Dai and Sheetz, 1995a–c). In-plane tension, membrane bending
stiffness, and membrane–cytoskeleton interactions all contribute
to this static tether force. Separating these contributions in com-
plex cells presents a major difficulty, so they are combined in an
apparent membrane tension (Dai and Sheetz, 1995c; Hochmuth
et al., 1996; Sheetz and Dai, 1996).

Here we use membrane tethers to estimate tension in osmoti-
cally perturbed molluscan neurons. As these neurons swell and
shrink, capacitance changes (;0.7 mF/cm2) roughly account for
changing cell size (Wan et al., 1995). With shrinkage, membrane
invaginates at the substratum, forming large (;1–10 mm) VLDs
(Reuzeau et al., 1995); reswelling reverses them (Fig. 2). VLDs
echo the membrane invaginations of regulatory volume decrease
(Czekay et al., 1994) and the reversible vesicles of plant proto-
plasts undergoing osmocytosis (Wartenberg et al., 1992) and of
shrinking muscle (Krolenko et al., 1995). VLD formation and
reversal are Ca21-insensitive (Herring et al., 1998).

A working hypothesis is that VLDs represent the initial re-
trieval phase for the excess membrane realized by osmotic swell-
ing. For minor perturbations, membrane area adjustments go
unnoticed, but abrupt swell–shrink perturbations engage large
quantities of membrane and result in easily detected VLDs. In
vivo, neurons seldom experience such insults, but surface area
regulation would be required after secretion (Fujimoto and
Ogawa, 1989) and growth-related changes. Neurite tension regu-
lates outgrowth, and anisosmotic media can mimic effects of
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tension (Bray et al., 1991; Heidemann and Buxbaum, 1994; Lin et
al., 1995).

Neuronal membrane tension is ;1022 mN/m (Hochmuth et al.,
1996). Might tension vary sufficiently during swell–shrink excur-
sions to impact directly on channels, or is tension regulated near
some low set-point? Answers to such fundamental questions
require a quantitative knowledge of tension in osmotically per-
turbed cells and are important for the intimately related issues of
cell surface area regulation, cell volume regulation, and cell shape
regulation.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Lymnaea stagnalis neurons were prepared as described previously (Reu-
zeau et al., 1995) but were grown on uncoated 60 3 22 mm No. 1
coverslips in medium-filled wells whose walls were a ;40 3 20 mm line
of silicone grease. The cells were maintained in a damp chamber for 1–4
d before use. Just before an experiment, a double-coverslip chamber was
prepared by mounting the 60 3 22 mm coverslip with grease on a
cut-away aluminum slide and then lowering a 22 3 22 mm No. 0 coverslip
onto the silicone grease walls, leaving a ;100–150 mm medium-filled gap
between small and large coverslip. Excess silicone grease and medium
were removed, and the intracoverslip gap was secured with dabs of low
melting-point wax at the corners. The assembly was mounted on the
microscope stage’s slide holder. Rapid solution exchanges were effected
(or bead suspensions were added) using a wick system as follows: a drop
of the exchange solution was placed at the end of one open edge of the
coverslip chamber, and tapered strips of filter paper were placed in
contact with the medium at the other open edge. All procedures on
Lymnaea neurons were performed at room temperature (23–25°C). Rat
hippocampal neuron cultures were prepared as described previously
(Goslin and Banker, 1992) and were maintained at ;37°C on the micro-
scope stage using a chamber described previously (Dai and Sheetz,
1995a).

For latex bead preparations, rat IgG (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) was
prepared at a concentration of 1.0 mg/ml in 50 ml of Dulbecco’s PBS
(Life Technologies, Grand Island, NY). Twenty-five microliters of 0.5
mM Covaspheres MX reagent (Duke Scientific, Palo Alto, CA) were
added to the IgG solution and allowed to incubate for ;20 hr at 4°C.
After incubation with IgG, the beads were then washed three times with
0.5% BSA in PBS by centrifugation at 10,000 rpm and 4°C for 10 min in
a microcentrifuge (Beckman Instruments, Fullerton, CA). The final bead
pellet was resuspended in 75 ml of 0.5% BSA. The bead solution was

diluted 3:100 in culture medium and then sonicated before being added
to the cells. With the flow cell mounted on the microscope, the IgG-
covered latex beads and then the treatment solutions such as hypotonic
medium were exchanged for the normal medium. The samples were
viewed by a video-enhanced differential interference contrast (DIC)
microscope (IM-35 microscope; Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany) fitted
with oil immersion condenser and objectives and with a fiber optic
illuminator. The laser trap consisted of a polarized beam from an 11 W
TEM00-mode near-infrared (1064 nm) laser (model C-95; CVI Corpo-
ration, Albuquerque, NM) that was expanded by a 33 beam expander
(CVI Corporation) and then focused through an 80 mm focal length
achromatic lens (Melles Griot, Irvine, CA) into the epifluorescence port
of the Zeiss IM-35 microscope.

The laser optical trap was calibrated by viscous drag through the
aqueous medium in the microscope focal plane, using a latex bead. The
viscous force was generated by oscillatory motion of the bead by a
piezoceramic-driven stage (Wye Creek Instruments, Frederick, MD) at a
constant velocity. The position of the bead in the trap was tracked using
a nanometer-level tracking program (Gelles et al., 1988) to analyze video
records of the experiments. Positional variation of the particle in the trap
with 60 mW of laser power entering the microscope was 11 (61.7) nm.
The calibration showed a linear force–distance relationship for the
optical tweezers. To study the variation in trap calibration with height
above the coverslip surface, latex beads (0.5 mm diameter) were trapped
with the same laser power at different perpendicular positions. There was
an increase in particle displacement at 2 mm or less from the glass surface
that implied a viscous coupling to the coverslip surface. From 2–5 mm
above the surface, the force on the beads in the trap was constant (Dai
and Sheetz, 1995a). This calibration was used to calculate the forces that
form tethers. All of these experiments were performed 3–4 mm above the
coverslip surface to minimize viscous coupling to the glass surface, and
the laser power was monitored simultaneously.

To measure the membrane static tether force F0 , a rat IgG-coated bead
was placed on the cell surface; once the bead bound to the cell it was
pulled out at a constant velocity and held for several seconds at a constant
tether length (;15 mm). In the off-line analysis, the position of the bead
in the trap during the stationary phase was measured using the
nanometer-scale tracking program (Gelles et al., 1988), and the force of
the tether on the bead was calculated from the calibration of the laser
trap (Dai and Sheetz, 1995a). To measure the time course of the tether
force during cell swelling and shrinking, a tether was formed and then
kept at a constant length as osmotic perturbations were effected through
the flow cell. When isotonic medium was refreshed by wicking through

Figure 1. Measuring membrane tension
by pulling tethers. Membrane tension is
calculated from the static tether force.
Note that two distinct features of the
plasma membrane are thought to work
together to yield the total membrane ten-
sion: the bilayer in-plane tension and in-
teractions between membrane and cy-
toskeleton. Although tethers lack
cytoskeleton, they act as tension probes
for the cellular plasma membrane where
cytoskeleton–bilayer interactions are a
factor. Such interactions will differ at free
and adherent (dorsal and substratum) sur-
faces. The region of membrane whose
tension is monitored in these experiments
is the dorsal surface from which tethers
are pulled. By contrast, while monitoring
membrane capacitance electrophysiologi-
cally or membrane disposition visually, we
considered both free and adherent mem-
branes, an important point when relating
membrane tension to other variables. The
status of cortical actin in osmotically swol-
len cells is disputed (swelling-induced
F-actin disorganization may represent de-
polymerization and/or disorganization of
filaments). Reduced bilayer–F-actin interactions would lower membrane tension estimates but the ability of swollen Lymnaea neurons to actively writhe
(Wan et al., 1995) suggests that they retain cortical F-actin (also see Lin et al., 1995).
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the two-coverslip chamber, no persistent tether force changes occurred,
indicating that flow per se was not an issue.

Where indicated, neurons were loaded with the membrane-
impermeant fast Ca 21 chelator BAPTA (1,2-bis(2-aminophenoxy)-
ethane-N,N,N9,N9-tetra-acetic acid) by incubating them in 30 mM
BAPTA-AM (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR) in 0.3% DMSO for 1 hr.
The ester (i.e., the AM form) freely crosses the lipid bilayer; in the
cytoplasm, esterases cleave the ester, trapping BAPTA.

Lymnaea neurons were voltage-clamped as described previously (Mor-
ris and Horn, 1991; Wan et al., 1995) using the permeabilized-patch
configuration to optimize cytoplasmic integrity. To ensure that all data
were from cells with no previous osmotic challenge, data were obtained
from only one neuron per dish. Only unarborized neurons were used.
Osmotic changes were made with electrolytes held fixed; for these ex-
periments, isotonic medium had half the NaCl of normal saline removed,
but osmolarity was restored with sucrose. The medium was made hypo-
tonic (0.53 normal) by removing the sucrose or made hypertonic (1.753
normal) with additional sucrose. Unarborized neurons #40 mm diameter
were used. Neurons were well clamped, as indicated by voltage-
dependent current responses (fast inward followed by slower outward
currents) to depolarizing steps, which were checked from time to time.
Capacitance was measured every 10 sec as Q/V (charge/V ); Q was
obtained by integrating the capacitative current elicited by a 10 mV step.
Leak current was excluded. During each 10 sec interval, series resistance
compensation was adjusted as necessary. To change the bath medium as
quickly as possible without losing the seal, a faster than normal flow was
used for 30 sec. Data collection was interrupted during the changeover.

RESULTS
Choice of swelling solution
In earlier experiments on Lymnaea neurons (Reuzeau et al.,
1995), we elicited VLDs with a brief (2–4 min) stepwise solution
exchange from isotonic medium to near-distilled water and then
back. Here, a less severe hypotonic shock (to 50% isosmotic for 4
min and then back) was used; because the flow chamber produced
very abrupt solution exchanges, easily detectable swelling and
then VLDs resulted in all neurons. This protocol therefore was

used (1) to measure tether force during VLD formation in the
flow chambers, (2) to measure the corresponding changes during
VLD formation in mammalian neurons (in which case a 50%
mammalian medium was used), and to (3) to allow for compari-
son of tether force changes with other changes in Lymnaea
neurons [we have previously monitored capacitance and area
changes as well as channel activity in a 47% medium (Wan et al.,
1995; Morris and Horn, 1991) and have followed neuronal vol-
ume in 30 and 60% media (Morris et al., 1989)]. Although dilute,
50% media are not inimical to neuronal function and in fact
stimulate neurite outgrowth over the time frame of the experi-
ments described here (Bray et al., 1991; Lin et al., 1995).

Bead binding and tether pulling for
tension measurements
Rat IgG-coated latex beads bound less readily on molluscan
neurons than on mammalian (Dai and Sheetz, 1995a) neurons.
Approximately 10–20% of attempts to bind trapped beads to the
cell surface were successful but approximately half of the bound
beads did not diffuse in the plane of the membrane and so could
not be used to pull out tethers with the laser tweezers. Presum-
ably, the immobile beads were anchored to cytoskeleton-linked
surface molecules. No morphology changes were observed when
the rat IgG-coated bead bound to cell surface.

Static membrane tether forces
Figure 3(a–d) shows video-enhanced DIC micrographs of a
tether-pulling sequence for a Lymnaea neuron in isotonic me-
dium. The various steps are illustrated, including binding of a
trapped bead to the cell surface (a), pulling the tether at a
constant rate with the bead in the laser trap (b), holding the tether
(c) at a fixed length for the ;30 sec required to obtain a time-
averaged static tension measurement, and finally, (d) the almost

Figure 2. A schematic showing how swelling and then reshrinking, the protocol used here, elicits vacuole-like dilations (VLDs) as invaginations from
the substratum. If VLD-bearing neurons are left in isotonic medium, the VLDs disappear by a cell-mediated process termed “recovery” (see Fig. 5). If
neurons are made to reswell, VLDs disappear by “reversal” as if VLD bilayer material is pulled back to the general plasma membrane surface (Reuzeau
et al., 1995). Membrane tension changes may depend on redisposition of membrane associated with the sources and sinks depicted [lumenless infoldings
and/or tubulovesicular membrane, exocytotic and endocytotic membrane, filopodial membrane, VLD membrane; from their high-voltage electron
microscopy, Fejtl et al. (1995) suggest that neuronal somata have “hotspots” of mechanically recruitable internal membrane stores]. Tethers were pulled
parallel to the substratum, as shown.
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completed retraction of the tether just after the tweezers were
turned off. How tether force data are used to extract static tether
force measurements is shown in Figure 4 for a neuron in isotonic
medium (control), in 50% medium (swollen), and then back in
isotonic medium (reshrunk). Note that the letters a, b, and c in
Figures 3 and 4 correspond to the same stages. As observed
previously, the reshrinking of neurons in isotonic medium was
accompanied by the formation of VLDs (Fig. 5). Figure 6, which
shows rat hippocampal neurons forming transient VLDs after a
brief swelling episode in 50% medium, illustrates that this phe-
nomenon is not a molluscan specialization. Molluscan neurons
were used, however, because ancillary work on the consequences
of osmotic perturbations has been performed in them (Herring et
al., 1998).

Osmotic perturbations from isotonic (control) to 50% and then

back to isotonic (reshrunk) medium altered static tether force
values. The static force in control neurons was 27.9 6 2.1 pN
(SEM, n 5 30). In neurons swollen in 50% medium it was 49.5 6
3.2 pN (n 5 32), and in reshrunk neurons it was 21.3 6 1.7 pN
(n 5 32). The reshrunk value is slightly and significantly ( p ,
0.02) lower than that of control, and the value of the static tether
force for swollen neurons is significantly greater than both ( p ,
0.001).

From the static tether force (F0) measurements, we can esti-
mate the membrane tension (Tm) according to the equation
(Sheetz and Dai, 1996):

F0 5 2p~2BTm!1/2 (1)

Assuming that the membrane bending stiffness (B) is constant for
all experimental conditions and that its value is 2.7 3 10219 Nzm
[the value estimated for dorsal root ganglion neurons (Hochmuth
et al., 1996)], then we can estimate the membrane tensions for the
three conditions: for control cells, ;0.037 mN/m; for swollen
cells, ;0.12 mN/m; and for reshrunk cells, ;0.021 mN/m. Al-
though the steady-state membrane tension increased approxi-
mately threefold with swelling (from 0.04 to 0.12 mN/m), this
increase falls far short of membrane lytic tensions, which are
approximately two orders of magnitude higher (;10 mN/m). The
estimated membrane tension of the swollen neurons is also con-
siderably less than the membrane tension required to activate
mechanosensitive channels in most patch recordings (2–10
mN/m) (Gustin et al., 1988; Sachs and Morris, 1998).

We assume that membrane bending stiffness stays constant
because it is determined primarily by membrane composition,
which should be little affected by osmotic perturbations. If swell-
ing could induce decreases in bending stiffness by expanding
membrane, according to Equation 1, this would augment the
estimates of tension. However, membrane cannot be expanded
more than 3%.

Figure 3. DIC images of a tether-pulling sequence with a Lymnaea
neuron. a, A bead was held on the cell surface by the laser trap. b, c, The
tether was formed at a constant pulling velocity. d, The complete retrac-
tion of the tether when the laser trap was turned off indicates that the
static tether was under tension. Scale bar, 4 mm.

Figure 4. Examples of tether forces during tether formation (an initial
transient occurs as tether is pulled to a fixed length) from a neuron under
control, swollen, and reshrunk conditions. Static tether force values were
obtained from the average tether force when the tethers were held at a
constant length. The traces for this neuron illustrate the higher static
tether forces typical of swollen neurons.
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Figure 5. DIC images of a Lymnaea neuronal lamella in a swollen (A, 50% medium) and a reshrunk (B–F, normal medium) condition, illustrating the
VLDs that were always elicited by reshrinking. During 10 min after return to normal medium, the VLDs form (B, C) and then undergo recovery (D–F).
VLDs were always evident within 1 min of return to normal medium, as shown, but their recovery was often slower. VLDs also form under the soma
but are most easily visualized in lamellar regions. Scale bar, 2 mm.
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Figure 6. DIC images of an embryonic day 18 rat hippocampal neuron forming VLDs and undergoing recovery at 37°C. The entire sequence occurred
during a period of ,3 min. The neuron was in isotonic medium in A, C–F; in B, it was swollen in 50% medium. VLDs formed within seconds of the
transition from 50% to normal medium (C); by F, cell-mediated recovery was complete, and the VLDs had disappeared. A subsequent swell–shrink cycle
elicited VLDs at the same locations (data not shown), consistent with the repeatability of VLDs at discrete sites seen in cells as diverse as Lymnaea
neurons (Reuzeau et al., 1995) and frog muscles (Krolenko et al., 1995). Scale bar, 6 mm.
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Time course of tether forces during swelling and
shrinking: dynamics of the response
Time course tension measurements were made by first forming a
tether and then swelling in 50% medium under one of three
conditions: control, pretreatment with DMSO, and pretreatment
with BAPTA-AM plus DMSO. We showed previously (Herring
et al., 1998) that the BAPTA-loading conditions are effective for
Lymnaea neurons, lowering resting cytoplasmic [Ca21] from 100
nM to ;30–40 nM. Moreover, when subjected to a 5 min swelling
episode in 50% medium, BAPTA-loaded neurons show no ele-
vation of cytoplasmic [Ca 21] and, in a manner indistinguishable
from controls, form VLDs on return to isotonic medium.

A selection of tension time courses for swelling under the three
conditions is illustrated in Figure 7; the entire data set is sum-
marized in Table 1. Before swelling, steady-state tensions in
BAPTA-loaded cells and in both control conditions (untreated
and DMSO-treated) were identical (Table 1), but less than 1 min
after swelling began, most BAPTA-loaded neurons experienced
sudden large membrane tension increases whose full extent we
could not measure because the force exerted on the bead by the
plasma membrane exceeded the trap limit, causing the tethered
beads to escape. In controls, this was a rare occurrence. It should

be emphasized that although the sudden tension excursions in the
BAPTA-loaded neurons were beyond our measurement limit,
these abrupt increases did not go on to become cell-rupturing
tensions. Whether the measured excursions were irreversible or
just the upswing of a larger transient is unknown. The pulled
tether is the measurement probe, and membrane tensions large
enough to cause bead escape terminate the tension measurement.
Nevertheless, it is important to put the present result together
with the established finding that BAPTA-loaded Lymnaea neu-

Table 1. Dynamic membrane tension measurements during swelling

Treatment n
Preswell ten-
sion (mN/m)

% of neurons showing

Stable
tension
increases

Transient
tension
increases

Tension
surges

Control 24 0.043 6 0.002 30 61 9
BAPTA (in

0.3% DMSO) 12 0.042 6 0.003 0 33 67
DMSO (0.3%) 5 0.043 6 0.004 20 80 0

Figure 7. Examples of the time courses for dynamic tether force measurements for control neurons (Sa, Sb, Sc), for neurons treated in DMSO (Da, Db)
(control for BAPTA-loading), and for BAPTA-loaded neurons (Ba, Bb, Bc). Bars marked swelling represent the time during which isotonic solution was
exchanged for 50% by wicking through the chamber. This procedure per se was no more disruptive with anisotonic than with isotonic exchanges. The
data summarized in Table 1 are from such time courses.
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rons tolerate repeated excursions between isotonic and 50% me-
dia [VLDs form each time the neurons reshrink and reverse when
they swell (Herring et al., 1998)]. This indicates that neuronal
membrane has a mechanical resiliency enabling it to withstand
membrane tensions exceeding ;0.5 mN/m, which is the calculated
limit for ;100 pN, the trap limit.

Thus, dynamic tether force measurements with BAPTA dem-
onstrate that 50% medium has the osmotic potential to generate
membrane tensions far in excess of tensions in isotonic medium
(0.04 mN/m). They also demonstrate that even neuronal mem-
brane impaired by chelation of cytoplasmic Ca21 and by dilution
of cytoplasm has the strength to withstand tensions in the 5–12
mN/m range, which as calculated in Discussion is the rupture
range for these neurons. One therefore might predict that neu-
rons, cells with no apparent lifestyle as specialized osmoregula-
tors, would simply tolerate elevated tensions engendered by swell-
ing. This was not, however, what was observed. Without BAPTA,
abrupt excursions (surges) were rare in 50% medium (Table 1),
and steady-state tension for 50% medium was only 0.12 mN/m.
Overall, this suggests that as membrane tension rises, it is
counteracted.

Figure 8 is the time course for the single dynamic tether force
experiment in which we succeeded in monitoring tension during
both swelling and shrinking. Here, as above, a tether was formed
in isotonic medium and held at a constant length. Then the
solution was changed: 50% medium (“swell”) and isotonic me-
dium (“shrink”) were alternately exchanged through the flow
chamber. The tether force dramatically increased with swelling
and then spontaneously relaxed to a lower value (near the steady-
state value expected from static tether force experiments). By
contrast, after each reshrinking perturbation, there was a simple
monophasic relaxation to the new steady-state level, with no
detectable undershoot. Although precise tether width measure-
ments are beyond the resolution of the system, micrographs in
Figure 9 illustrate qualitatively that the tether thickness was
dramatically less in swollen cells than in cells that had reshrunk in
normal medium. Throughout the time course of Figure 8, tether
thickness changes coincided qualitatively with changing values of
the tether force: the higher the tension, the smaller the tether
thickness. This may also suggest that variations in membrane

bending stiffness (which depends principally on the molecular
composition of the bilayer) during cell swelling and shrinking was
relatively constant.

Uncommonly striking tension transients occurred during each
swelling episode in Figure 8 (none of the transients noted for
control neurons in Table 1 was as dramatic, although surges
sometimes occurred). It may be that this time course represents
the extreme (in terms of duration and amplitude) of oscillatory
events that, by virtue of well functioning feedback, are essentially
damped out in most neurons. This would be in keeping with the
observation of large tension surges with BAPTA, if the surge is
regarded as the upswing of a poorly damped oscillation.

Membrane capacitance changes
If membrane tension changes trigger membrane area changes,
tension and capacitance changes should occur on a similar time
scale, with capacitance lagging briefly. Large, long-lasting tension
transients like those in Figure 8 would be particularly suitable for
generating discernible capacitance increases, but as just men-
tioned, they were the exception. Step changes of bath tonicity for
voltage-clamped Lymnaea neurons proved to be not feasible. For
proper space clamp, round unarborized neurons were required,
but flow pipes (which can generate step solution changes) brought
close to such neurons mechanically disrupted the gigaohm seals,
generating unacceptable current noise. Nevertheless, after the
bath solution was changed as abruptly as possible, the capacitance
of swelling neurons was monitored over a time period similar to
that for the dynamic tension measurements.

Figure 10A,B illustrates time courses for neurons just after
switching over to hypotonic medium; samples of the capacitative
transients used to estimate membrane capacitance are shown. All
neurons swelled and increased their capacitance in the 50%
solution. In each of 12 neurons monitored, most (as in A) or all (as
in B) of the detected capacitance change had already occurred
during the first 30 sec after the switch from isotonic to hypotonic.
The increase of 8 6 1% (n 5 12) within 10 min was osmolarity-
induced and not, say, a consequence of the 30 sec period of faster
solution flow, because if solution was changed to hypertonic, using
the same increased flow for 30 sec [either directly from isotonic
saline to hypertonic (data not shown) or from hypotonic to

Figure 8. Time course of the tether
force when a Lymnaea neuron was sub-
jected to swell–shrink cycles as indi-
cated. Each time normal medium was
exchanged for 50% medium (swell ), ten-
sion rose and then fell spontaneously
toward a lower steady-state level. Once
the spontaneous tension fall was com-
plete (as determined by monitoring a
real-time indicator of the laser trap
force), the solution was switched back to
normal medium (shrink).
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hypertonic, as illustrated in Fig. 10B], capacitance invariably
decreased. Demonstrating that voltage-clamp quality was good,
Figure 10C shows voltage-dependent ionic currents. The neuron
was clamped first in isotonic and then in hypotonic medium.
Because the extracellular [Na1] was half normal in both media,
the inward followed by outward ionic currents were as expected.
The capacitance time courses confirmed that membrane area
rapidly increased in swollen neurons.

DISCUSSION
Overview
In contrast to epithelial cells, for which large osmotic fluctuations
are routine, neurons have no pressing need for osmotic resilience,
nor are neurons mechanically active in the manner of muscles or
fibroblasts. Yet to an astonishing degree, neurons are osmotically
and mechanically resilient. Those used here can swell fivefold
without rupture and then recover on return to normal medium
(Wan et al., 1995). Vertebrate neurons, too, are nonfragile. In

culture they show vigorous outgrowth after a switch to 50%
osmotic medium (Bray et al., 1991). Neurons probably need
mechanically robust membranes to cope with the exigencies of
extension and remodeling during embryogenesis, organogenesis,
neuronal repair, and neuronal plasticity (Morris et al., 1997; Van
Essen, 1997). Surprisingly little is known about the basis for
membrane resilience. To what extent does it bespeak a tolerance
of high membrane tensions and to what extent an ability to
prevent large tension excursions?

Because molluscan neurons are large (20- to 100-mm-diameter
somata) and readily manipulated (patch-clamped, injected, cul-
tured with minimal media and substrata at room temperature),
they have proved useful for posing fundamental questions about
membrane mechanics and surface area regulation (for references,
see Herring et al., 1998). As is evident from Figure 6, however,
mammalian neurons exhibit the VLD phenomena (shrinking-
induced invagination of membrane at discrete sites at the sub-
stratum, followed by recovery), which initially alerted us to the

Figure 9. DIC images of a tether pulled from a Lymnaea neuron. The medium is switched repeatedly between normal (lef t panels) and 50% (right panels)
medium. Note that the tether thickness is less when the neuron is swollen in 50% medium and that it reverts to its previous size each time normal medium
is restored. Scale bar, 2.5 mm.
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idea that osmotic perturbations elicit surface area regulation
(Reuzeau et al., 1995), and so do neuronally differentiated PC12
cells and hippocampal glia among other cells (L. Mills and C. E.
Morris, unpublished observation).

As mechanical stimuli, we used swell and then shrink pertur-
bations that first inflated neurons and then, with shrinkage, elic-
ited VLDs.

Swelling
Swelling consistently yielded small membrane tension increases
and reshrinkage produced tension decreases to below control

levels. Membrane tension was calculated from the force required
to hold a drawn-out membrane tether. For static measurements,
tethers were pulled once the osmotic perturbation was completed,
whereas for dynamic measurements, tethers were pulled before
perturbations. Overall, both static and dynamic tether force data
(i.e., for swollen and swelling neurons, respectively) indicated that
neurons avoided rather than tolerated high membrane tension.
The laser tweezers can hold beads against forces up to 100 pN,
which would have corresponded to membrane tensions in the
range of 0.50 mN/m, yet static tether forces for swollen neurons
corresponded to only 0.12 mN/m.

Figure 10. Time courses of membrane capacitance in voltage-clamped Lymnaea neurons. A, Example in which capacitance continued to increase for
several minutes after the solution switch. B, Example in which it was complete by the time the solution switch finished. In this case, capacitance was also
monitored during subsequent shrinkage. Selected capacitance current traces are given from the indicated times. C, As explained in the text, good space
clamp in the voltage-clamped neurons was confirmed by eliciting ionic currents before and during swelling. iso, hypo, and hyper refer to the tonicity of
bathing solutions.
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Swelling neurons loaded with BAPTA, however, did experi-
ence surges of tension exceeding the trap limit (Fig. 7, Table 1).
Fura-2 measurements of Lymnaea neurons (Herring et al., 1998)
showed that in both isotonic and 50% media, BAPTA lowers
cytoplasmic [Ca21] from ;100 nM to ;35 nM. BAPTA-loaded
neurons do not rupture with repeated swelling in 50% medium
and, like controls, produce VLDs when reshrinking (Herring et
al., 1998).

Tension transients occurred in one-third of swelling neurons
(Table 1). Tension might increase and then fall by triggering
membrane addition. An additional possibility is that cortical
contractility could mitigate rising tension (Mills et al., 1994;
Glogauer et al., 1998). We found (Wan et al., 1995) that one-third
of neurons under extreme osmotic stress writhe slowly as if the
cortex were contractile. Writhing is blocked and survival time
shortened by N-ethylmaleimide, an inhibitor of actomyosin.

A priori, cytoplasmic dilution and impaired Ca 21 buffering
each might interfere with tension regulatory mechanisms, so it is
not surprising that swelling plus BAPTA was more compromising
than swelling alone or BAPTA alone: ,10% of control neurons
versus .60% for BAPTA-AM treated neurons experienced ten-
sion surges in excess of the trap limit. Tension surges with
BAPTA are more reasonably attributed to impaired Ca21-
dependent contractility than failed membrane recruitment (Her-
ring et al., 1998) because swelling neurons gain capacitance in-
dependent of Ca21 [neither 0.5 mM bath Ca21 nor cytoplasmic
EGTA prevents swelling-induced capacitance increases (Wan et
al., 1995)]. These tension surges, moreover, indicate something
more rudimentary; namely that tensions would become treacher-
ously high in 50% medium were it not for tension-counteracting
mechanisms including membrane addition and actomyosin con-
tractility. If the cortical cytoskeleton effects dynamic strengthen-
ing of membrane by myosin-based contractility (Wan et al., 1995;
Kuwayama et al., 1996), then tension-driven (Ca21-independent)
membrane addition may occur when hydrostatic forces exceed the
combined (passive and active, i.e., structural and contractile)
strength of the plasma membrane.

The picture that emerges is as follows. Although not fragile,
neuronal membrane relies on compliance and not strength as an
anti-rupture strategy in the face of excessive hydrostatic stress.
Only a threefold steady-state tension increase was registered with
50% medium, although (everything being equal) a 100-fold in-
crease (from ;0.04 at rest to ;4 mN/m at rupture) could have
been tolerated had there been no compliance in the system.
(Rupture tensions for neuronal membranes are discussed below
under stretch-sensitive channels.) The ability to avoid high mem-
brane tension is evidently not dependent on subtle biochemical
signals, which could be compromised by cytoplasmic dilution.

Reshrinking
Membrane tension in reshrunk neurons (swollen 4–5 min and
then returned to isotonic medium) fell significantly below pre-
swelling levels. Did excess membrane acquired during swelling
persist, becoming flaccid with shrinkage? This seems too facile to
explain persistent low tension, given that VLD membrane invag-
inated as neurons shrank. Because swelling stimulates a K1

current in Lymnaea neurons (Wan et al., 1995), solute loss during
swelling may contribute to a lower than original volume when the
tonicity is restored. Additionally, tension may have gone low
because bilayer–cytoskeleton interactions that contribute to rest-
ing tension were diluted by the added membrane during swelling,
and despite VLD invagination, full retrieval of that membrane

may be protracted. During reshrinkage, actin filaments immedi-
ately coat VLDs and begin organizing as substratum-adherent
leading edge (filopodia and lamellipodia) at the base of VLDs
(Cohan et al., 1997). Therefore, reduced membrane tension at the
nonadherent surface (where tethers are pulled) may reflect real-
location of cortical F-actin to VLD membrane. F-actin from the
dorsal cortex that relocates will be unavailable to exert a mem-
brane osmotic pressure (Fig. 3) on the dorsal bilayer, so tethers
pulled there will yield subnormal tensions. Shrinkage evidently
creates points of particularly high tension at the substratum (the
sites of VLD invagination). The reason for this is not understood,
but because VLDs in muscle cells have a spectrin membrane
skeleton (Herring, 1998), a bulk flow of bilayer may occur from
low-tension dorsal regions to substratum points where membrane
skeleton is drawn inward by shrinking cytoplasm.

Tension and neuronal stretch-sensitive channels
In various experimental systems, membrane rupture occurs at
tensions in the 2–12 mN/m range (Nichol and Hutter, 1996), and
Lymnaea neuron membrane is not exceptional. Aspirated at the
tip of patch pipette, it ruptures at a pressure of ;20 kN/m 2 (i.e.,
2150 mmHg). Assuming the membrane curvature of a 5-mm-
diameter sphere and using Laplace’s Law [tension 5 (pressure 3
diameter)/4], this corresponds to rupture at ;5 mN/m. Under
whole-cell clamp, rupture occurs at ;1 kN/m 2 (Morris and Horn,
1991; Wan et al., 1995), which in a 20 mm neuron would generate
a tension of 12 mN/m. Thus, Lymnaea neuron membrane ruptures
at 5–12 mN/m, and the expected range is 2–12 mN/m.

Mechanosensitive channels, including those of Lymnaea (Mor-
ris and Horn, 1991) and Aplysia (Vandorpe and Morris, 1992)
neurons, generally exhibit mechanosensitive gating only at ten-
sions that are near lytic. Because we found that 50% medium, an
egregiously large hypotonic stimulus in physiological terms, gen-
erates only a sustained threefold increase in membrane tension,
sustained stretch-activation of channels is unlikely. When swelling
augments K1 currents (Wan et al., 1995), it is likely that in-
creased membrane area or second messengers are responsible.

Membrane dynamics in neurons and tension regulation
In many cells, including growing neurons, there is a rapid ex-
change of membrane between the plasma membrane and internal
stores. On axons, membrane could be added at ;50 mm 2/min at
the growth cone and taken in at the cell body (Dai and Sheetz,
1995b). Under swelling conditions, endocytosis is inhibited in
mast cells (Dai et al., 1997). For a typical neuron, the surface area
of ;2000 mm2 would be increased by 8% (160 mm2) in 3 min at
that rate. Alternatively, the tubulovesicular membranes of the
axon, a putative source of membrane, could be drawn out at a
rapid pace.

We have proposed that as swelling elevates membrane tension,
the mechanical energy serves to recruit membrane, lowering the
plasma membrane tension by increasing its area. The large abrupt
perturbations used here may demand that neurons recruit mem-
brane from emergency stores, whereas more gradual variations in
membrane tension may trigger recruitment from other sources.
Where appreciable amounts of membrane are constitutively exo-
cytosed and endocytosed, stalling endocytosis via elevated ten-
sion may suffice to increase membrane area and ease tension.
With different rates of swelling and different levels of constitutive
membrane trafficking, different mechanisms may participate to
different extents. The intermediary steps between tension and
increased membrane area are not understood, but in principle,
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direct tension-induced recruitment would seem to be more fail-
safe than recruitment regulated by tension-modulated chemical
signals. For dynamic cells to regulate their surface membrane
area and volume, there must be a complex relationship between
membrane trafficking, cytoskeleton, and solute fluxes. Cell shape
and volume interplay to define a given state of surface area, and
arguably, membrane tension is a parameter that the cell could use
dynamically and locally to determine the proper balance. How
tension changes are transduced into volume and surface area
changes is not known. Several-fold tension increases may not
suffice to activate volume-sensitive currents but perhaps may alter
interactions between regulatory subunits and ion channels. Fi-
nally, we caution that our results refer to measurements accessible
by pulled tethers. During osmotic perturbations, membrane ad-
jacent to cell–cell or cell–substratum adhesions may experience
tensions exceeding those that we observed.
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